The curling number of a graph G is defined as the number of times an element in the degree sequence of G appears the maximum number of times. Graph colouring is an assignment of colours, labels or weights to the vertices or edges of a graph. A colouring C of colours c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c l is said to be a minimum parameter colouring if C consists of minimum number of colours with smallest subscripts. In this paper, we study colouring version of curling number of certain graphs, with respect to their minimum parameter colourings.
Introduction
For all terms and definitions, not defined specifically in this paper, we refer to [1, 7, 19] and for the terminology of graph colouring, we refer to [2, 8, 9] . Unless mentioned otherwise, all graphs considered in this paper are simple, finite, connected and undirected.
The curling number of a graph G may be defined as the number of times an element in the degree sequence of G appears the most (see [11] ). That is, the curling number of a non-empty finite graph G, whose degree sequence S is written as a string of subsequences S = X The compound curling number of G cn c (G) is defined as cn c (G) = ∏ l i=1 k i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ l (see [11] ). The curling number and compound curling number of different graph classes, graph operations, graph powers and graph products have been studied in detail (see [11, 14, 16, 17, 18] ). Analogous to the notion curling number of graphs, the notion of chromatic curling number of graphs has been introduced in [11] .
Graph colouring is an assignment of colours, labels or weights to the vertices, edges and faces of a graph under consideration. Different graph colouring problems originated from various practical and real life situations. Unless stated otherwise, a graph colouring mentioned in this paper is an assignment of colours to the vertices of a graph subject to certain conditions. A colouring of a graph G, with respect to which no two adjacent vertices of G have the same colour, is called a proper colouring of G.
The chromatic number of a graph G, denoted by χ(G), is the minimum number of colours required in a proper colouring of the given graph. The chromatic colouring of a graph G is colouring of G consisting of exactly χ(G) colours. A colouring C of colours c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c l is said to be a minimum parameter colouring if C consists of minimum number of colours with smallest subscripts (see [10] ). The set of vertices in G having the colour c i is called a colour class of G and is denoted by C i . The weight of a colour c i is the cardinality of its colour class.
A colouring C is said to be a chromatic colouring if |C | = χ(G). A chromatic colouring C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c l } is said to be a χ − -colouring of G if maximum possible number of vertices get the colour c 1 in G, maximum number of possible vertices in G − C 1 get the colour c 2 , maximum number of possible vertices in G − C 1 ∪ C 2 get the colour c 3 , maximum number of possible vertices in G − (C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ C 3 ) get the colour c 4 and so on. A χ + -colouring of G is a chromatic colouring C obtained by replacing the colour c i with the colour c j in its χ − -colouring, where
Motivated by the investigations mentioned above on different types graph colourings and related colouring parameters, in this paper, we investigate the chromatic version of the curling number of graphs with respect to colouring of graphs. A double wheel graph DW n is a graph obtained by joining all vertices of the two disjoint cycles to an external vertex. That is, DW n = 2C n +K 1 . The following result discusses the chromatic curling number and chromatic compound curling number of a double wheel graph.
Theorem 3. For a double wheel graph DW n = 2C n + K 1 , we have
if n is even Proof. In DW n , the corresponding vertices of both cycles (rims) can assume same colour. Hence, we have
Hence the proof is straight forward. See Figure 2 for illustration.
A helm graph H n is a graph obtained by attaching a pendant edge to every vertex of the rim C n of a wheel graph W n . The following result provides the chromatic curling number and chromatic compound curling number of the helm graphs.
Theorem 4. For the helm graph H n , we have cn χ (H n ) = n + 1 and the chromatic compound curling number is
if n is even
; if n is odd.
Proof. Note that in a chromatic colouring of a helm graph H n , the central vertex and the n pendant vertices can assume the same colour c 1 .
Then, the result is immediate. A closed helm graph CH n is a graph obtained from the helm graph H n , by joining its the pendant vertices such that these vertices induce a cycle C n . Then, we can verify that a chromatic colouring we defined for H n in the above result will be a chromatic colouring of CH n as well. Then, we have the following straight forward result.
Theorem 5. For a closed helm graph CH n , we have
if n is even 2(n − 1) 2 ; if n is odd.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. The colouring of closed helm graphs can be seen in Figure 4 .
A flower graph F n is a graph which is obtained by joining the pendant vertices of a helm graph H n to its central vertex. The chromatic curling numbers of the flower graph F n is determined in the following theorem. 
Fig. 4: Chromatic colouring of closed helm graphs
Theorem 6. For a flower graph F n , we have cn χ (F n ) = n and
Proof. All outer (independent) vertices of F n can be given the colour c 1 irrespective of whether n is even or odd. If n is even, the vertices of the rim can be given the colours c 2 and c 3 alternatively and the central vertex can be given the colour c 4 . Therefore, θ (c 1 ) = n, θ (c 2 ) = θ (c 3 ) = n 2 and θ (c 4 ) = 1. Hence, in this case, cn χ (F n ) = n and cn c χ (F n ) = n 3 4 . If n is odd, the vertices, except one, of the rim can be given the colours c 2 and c 3 alternatively, the above mentioned single vertex can be given the colour c 4 and the central vertex can be given the colour c 5 . Therefore, .
A djembe graph D j n is the graph obtained by joining the corresponding vertices two cycles of the same order n and joining all the vertices of the two cycles to an external vertex (see [14] ). That is, D j n = (C n P 2 ) + K 1 . This Theorem 7. For a djembe graph D j n = (C n C n ) + K 1 , we have A sunflower graph SF n is a graph obtained by replacing each edge of the rim of a wheel graph W n by a triangle such that two triangles share a common vertex if and only if the corresponding edges in W n are adjacent in W n . The following theorem determines the chromatic curling number and chromatic compound curling number of the sunflower graph SF n .
Theorem 8. For the sunflower graph SF n , we have cn χ (SF n ) = n + 1 and
; if n is even
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 (see Figure 7 for illustration). 
Fig. 7: Chromatic colouring of a sunflower graph
A closed sunflower graph CSF n is the graph obtained by joining the independent vertices of a sunflower graph SF n , which are not adjacent to its central vertex so that these vertices induces a cycle on n vertices. The following result provides the equitable colouring parameters of a closed sunflower graph.
Theorem 9. For the sunflower graph CSF n , we have 
;
Proof. The chromatic colouring of a closed sunflower graph consists of 4 colours, say c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 . If n is even, the vertices of the outer cycle of CSF n can be given the colours c 1 and c 2 alternatively and the inner cycle of CSF n can be given the colours c 3 and c 4 alternatively. The central vertex can be given the colour c 1 (see the second graph Figure 8 for illustration). That is, θ (c 1 ) =
16 . If n is odd, we can colour the vertices using four colours such that θ (c 1 ) = θ (c 2 ) = θ (c 3 ) = Let C n and C n be two cycles of order n with vertex sets {u 1 , u2, . . . , u n } and {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } respectively . The antiprism graph, A n is the graph
, where E consists of the edges of the form v i u i , v i u i+1 ∈ E(A n ). The following result determines the chromatic curling numbers of the antiprism A n .
Theorem 10. For the antiprism graph A n , we have
if n is even Proof. The chromatic colouring of an antiprism graph consists of 4 colours, say c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 . If n is even, the vertices of the outer cycle of A n can be given the colours c 1 and c 2 alternatively and the inner cycle of CSF n can be given the colours c 3 and c 4 alternatively. The central vertex can be given the colour c 1 (see the second graph Figure 9 for illustration). That is,
16 . If n is odd, we can colour the vertices using four colours such that θ (c 1 ) = θ (c 2 ) = (see the first graph Figure 9 for illustration). Therefore, cn χ (CSF n ) = n+1 2 and cn c χ (CSF n ) = (n 2 −1) 2 16 . A blossom graph Bl n is the graph obtained by joining all vertices of the outer cycle of a closed sunflower graph CSF n to its central vertex.
Theorem 11. For the blossom graph Bl n , we have
if n is even n−1 2 ; if n is odd. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a new parameter, namely, chromatic curling number of graphs as a colouring analogue of the curling number of graphs. We have also determined the chromatic curling number of paths, cycles and certain cycle related graphs. The problems of determining this parameter for certain other graph classes, derived graph classes, graph operations, graph products and graph powers are open. The notion of chromatic curling number of graphs can be extended to other types of graph colourings also. All these facts highlights a wide scope for further research in this area.
